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Abstract—Native game engines have long been the 3D development platform of
choice for research in mixed and augmented reality. For this reason they have
also been adopted in many immersive visualization and immersive analytics
systems and toolkits. However, with the rapid improvements of WebXR and
related open technologies, this choice may not always be optimal for future
visualization research. In this paper, we investigate common assumptions about
native game engines vs. WebXR and find that while native engines still have an
advantage in many areas, WebXR is rapidly catching up and is superior for many
immersive analytics applications.

I mmersive analytics [16] (IA) uses immersive tech-
nologies such as Virtual and Augmented Reality
(VR/AR) to create visual reasoning environments

for analyzing data. Because much of its origins and 
academics came from the VR/AR research commu-
nities, several practices have been drawn from those 
fields. One of these is the choice of technical platform: 
many VR/AR research projects tend to adopt native 
3D game engines such as Unreal Engine or Unity, and 
this is also true of IA. For example, ImAxes [7], one of 
the first IA applications, was built on Unity, and so are 
the DXR [21] and IATK [6] toolkits.

However, there is an alternative way to build IA ap-
plications: using the web. Open web technologies have 
long led the standardization of interactive computing, 
and this is also true for the VR and AR fields. The W3C 
WebXR Device API standard1 has existed since 2019 
and is slowly gaining acceptance in the community as 
well as adoption among browser manufacturers. When

combined with other web technologies such as We-
bGL, WebGPU, WebAudio, and WebRTC, it is helping
the web to become a full-featured platform for creating
and delivering immersive analytics applications. The
recent VRIA [5] and Wizualization [2] systems demon-
strate how these technologies can be used for IA. Such
open and free technologies stand in contrast to walled
gardens such as Unity, which—as recent unexpected
changes to Unity’s licensing model have shown—can
be a perilous path to trod, even for academics. WebXR,
on the other hand, offers an open and standards-based
approach to creating IA applications. As visualization
researchers, it is hard not to draw parallels to how our
field eschewed native 2D graphics toolkits in favor of
web-based technologies more than a decade ago. But
is the situation different today?

There is currently significant technical debt to na-
tive 3D game engines in the IA community, with most
efforts using Unity. This may be because building such
XR experiences has traditionally been challenging, and
opting to use widely established game engines may be
a reasonable first step. Or, it may be due to the many
persistent assumptions about the state of said game
engines vs. WebXR for developing IA applications.
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In this article, we enumerate some of these as-
sumptions we have gathered from informal discus-
sions with other members of the IA community, and
investigate their legitimacy in the context of IA: (1)
performance, (2) compatibility, (3) ease of learning,
(4) component ecosystem, (5) rapid development, (6)
deployment, (7) interoperability, (8) accessibility, and
(9) enterprise integration. Although we focus on Unity,
due to its widespread and almost exclusive adoption
in IA, we feel these assumptions apply to other native
game engines as well. We discuss evidence advo-
cating or opposing these assumptions. We close the
article with a future outlook for how WebXR can gain
wider acceptance and adoption in the IA community.

Most of the assumptions we explore in this article favor
native game engines: that they are fast, have superior
hardware support, are easier to learn, and are better
for rapid development. But is it true?

Assumption: Native Engines are Faster
The most common claim made by native engine pro-
ponents is that it is faster than comparable solutions for
WebXR. Such claims echo earlier ones from a decade
or more ago when the data visualization field was
contemplating making the switch from native to web-
based rendering platforms. The answer then, as now,
is that the extra overhead from a higher abstraction
level does come at the cost of decreased performance.
However, for many applications, this decreased per-
formance will be negligible and easily worth the extra
convenience of having full access to the rich web
technology ecosystem. Furthermore, for all but the
most demanding 3D rendering, WebXR is sufficient.

WebXR is a thin abstraction layer on the underlying
platform XR APIs, which are typically exposed via
OpenXR.2 It is designed to seamlessly integrate with
WebGL and WebGPU, which are in turn thin layers
on top of native APIs such as OpenGL, Vulkan, or
Direct3D. The web-based 3D engines built on top of
these APIs are written in JavaScript or Web Assem-
bly, which have near-native compute performance on
modern browsers. This means that, at least in theory,
a WebXR application can come close to the same
performance as a comparable native application.

To test this assertion, we conducted a small-scale
experiment comparing rendering performance of Unity

vs. WebXR (using the popular Three.js 3D graphics
library) for an unlit 3D scene consisting of 24-vertex
cubes. We used three rendering methods:

• Naïve (GameObject, THREE.Mesh);
• Instanced Meshes; and
• Merged Meshes (non-interactive).

Results from our benchmark tests are presented in
Table 1 and indicate that Unity outperforms WebXR in
each case.

In practice, of course, Unity and Unreal Engine are
both highly optimized game engines designed for high-
performance 3D games, and Three.js is not aggres-
sively optimized for high performance, so achieving
high performance rendering is clearly easier using
them, especially when their more advanced graphical
features are used. This benchmark currently uses the
older WebGL API for graphics, not the newer WebGPU
API, so we expect web-based performance to increase
as WebGPU is more widely available.

ASSUMPTION true

Assumption: Native Engines have Better
Hardware Support
Another common claim from native engine proponents
is that they are a superior platform for AR and VR
research due to their broad hardware compatibility. It is
certainly true that many hardware manufacturers tend
to prioritize Unity when creating device drivers for their
devices. As a result, all of the major XR hardware
interfaces have dedicated Unity support. Unity also
features full support for the OpenXR2 standard API.

WebXR, in contrast, is playing catch-up in this area;
while significant manufacturers such as Oculus, HTC,
Huawei, and Pico all support WebXR in some form or
another, this support is typically dependent entirely on
the affordances and permissions of browsers available
for a given device. Sometimes it is even the browsers
themselves that cause bottlenecks against full WebXR
support; Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, Microsoft
Edge, and Opera have decent (if at times buggy)
support, but Safari currently has no WebXR support
(something which will hopefully be addressed in the
future, in light of the release of Apple Vision Pro, as
its version of Safari supports WebXR). The lack of
WebXR adoption on Safari was the reason one of
us created the WebXR Viewer application on iOS at
Mozilla, building on our past work on the AR-enabled
Argon browser [13].

Similarly, the XR capabilities offered by WebXR
are more limited than native engines because web
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FIGURE 1. Unity versus WebXR (Three.js) benchmark results. 24-vertex cubes with 3 mesh rendering methods. Benchmark-
ing was conducted on Windows 11 Enterprise with a Valve Index HMD. Hardware: 12th Gen Intel Core i9-12900KF 3.19GHz,
32.0GB RAM, NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3080 Ti. Software: Unity 2022.3.4f1, Google Chrome 119.

standards have a high emphasis on security and cross-
platform compatibility. As a result, WebXR will not pro-
vide immediate access to unique features of new plat-
forms, and may limit access to those that have security
or user-privacy implications. However, IA applications
may not want to use the latest features of each platform
and may instead benefit from targeting a common set
of features available across many platforms.

ASSUMPTION true

visualization researchers and data analysts are more
likely to be proficient with web technologies rather than
game engines, and have an existing ecosystem of tools
and workflows that they can leverage. It will therefore
be easier for them to delve into web-based IA. More-
over, the web has the potential to become the de-facto
platform for dissemination of immersive visualizations
as means of reporting analysis outcomes, similar to
traditional visual analytics, which is still an open re-
search opportunity for IA [20]. Furthermore, IDE tools
such as PlayCanvas, along with editors for Babylon.js
and Three.js and abstractions of these libraries into
higher-level DOM components via libraries such as A-
Frame,3 are increasingly making it possible to build ad-
vanced WebXR experiences with little or no coding skill
needed. Finally, the community is extending familiar,
traditional (2D) web visualization tools such as D3 to
support WebXR in implementations such as Anu,4 as
well as creating WebXR visualization grammars, such
as VRIA [5].

Assumption: Native Engines are Easier to 
Learn
Its supporters often argue that Unity and Unreal Engine 
are easier to learn due to the wealth of assets, guides, 
and interactive editors available in the user community 
and component ecosystem. The Unity Editor, in par-
ticular, is a sophisticated piece of software, and, when 
combined with its ecosystem of extensions, enables 
a developer to build a complete 2D or 3D game with 
only point and click and little to no programming. The 
step to building advanced immersive analytics tools 
using a similar interaction methodology is not far. Thus, 
if the developer is a novice to both web and game 
development, then Unity is probably easier to learn.

However, the visualization and broader data and 
business analytics communities have different needs 
than the game development community. For one thing,



ASSUMPTION mixed (favoring native engines)

Assumption: Native Engines have Better
Component Ecosystems
The web and native engines such as Unity and Unreal
Engine benefit from enormous communities of dedi-
cated developers who create and share their compo-
nents for others to use. The web community largely
embraces the open source software philosophy, up-
loading components for free (often with nonrestrictive
licenses) via services such as GitHub or NPM. Unity
developers, on the other hand, have access to the
Unity Asset Store, where user-submitted components
can be purchased, passing some of the profit back to
the creator. However, a large portion of components
in the asset store are also available for free and
many Unity developers also embrace the open source
philosophy by uploading components for free on sites
such as GitHub.

Unity currently has a more mature ecosystem of
components for creating applications for immersive an-
alytics, including toolkits like IATK [6] and DXR [21], ap-
plications such as ImAxes [7], and toolkits for broader
VR and MR such as VRTK5 and MRTK.6 A number
of recent IA systems for evaluating user session data,
including MIRIA [4], ReLive [12], and MRAT [17], were
all developed in Unity, which we think reflects the
maturity and variety of the tools already available on
the platform in light of their focus on the more narrow
area of analyzing empirical user metrics.

As WebXR continues to mature, however, the
ecosystem of components for immersive analytics has
been growing as well. For example, Babylon.js now has
its own implementation of MRTK, inspired by Unity and
Unreal Engine.7 Several IA libraries and frameworks al-
ready exist, including VRIA [5] and Anu.4 Furthermore,
modular systems with exportable components, such
as Wizualization [2], have emerged from the IA com-
munity within the past year, along with open-source
WebXR implementations for empirical studies, such as
VRxD [19] and others [3], highlighting a growing body
of work among IA researchers in deploying and freely
sharing web-based IA tools.

5https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/tools/integration/
vrtk-virtual-reality-toolkit-vr-toolkit-64131

6https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/mixed-reality/
mrtk-unity/mrtk3-overview/

7https://doc.babylonjs.com/features/featuresDeepDive/gui/
mrtk

ASSUMPTION true (but leveling out)

Assumption: Native Engines are Better for
Rapid Development Iterations
Web developers have become used to quickly iter-
ating on their applications with modern tooling such
as live reloading and hot module replacement. These
tools can aid WebXR development; for instance, it
is now possible to iterate on code and see the re-
sult immediately reflected in the headset without the
need to re-enter WebXR or refresh the page. It is
this tooling that can enable effective rapid prototyping
and development workflows for WebXR projects. When
building and shipping a WebXR application, developers
can quickly and easily host and serve applications
themselves. For enterprise production use-cases there
exists a huge range of third-party scalable hosting
options. These services can build and serve updates
to your code-base in seconds, making your application
available on all WebXR supported browsers almost
immediately after a new build.

Many native engines such as Unity give develop-
ers a fully integrated GUI, scene viewer, and editor.
Unity’s play mode allows developers to make tem-
porary changes to their applications at runtime, en-
abling experimentation and rapid prototyping. Changes
to scene properties are immediately reflected in any
connected XR headset, albeit temporarily until play
mode is stopped. However, in our experience, what
you see isn’t always what you get in Unity: Under
some circumstances, a built scene is required to get an
accurate reflection of the finished experience. It is more
difficult to quickly preview development iterations on
several devices at once, requiring builds to be created
and distributed to each device for testing. While Unity
offers many build targets, including WebGL (supporting
WebXR), building and shipping applications for other
platforms is a process potentially involving submitting
new versions to app stores and awaiting approval.

While iteration time does, of course, vary based
on the relative familiarity of the developer with one
set of tools or the other, Unity’s iteration issues have
long been a subject of complaint within the Unity
development community to the extent that the Unity
team has felt it necessary to address it on multiple
occasions.8,9 In fact, Unity developers are still writing

8https://forum.unity.com/threads/improving-iteration-time-
on-c-script-changes.1184446/

9https://blog.unity.com/engine-platform/better-build-times-
and-iteration-speed-for-quest

https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/tools/integration/vrtk-virtual-reality-toolkit-vr-toolkit-64131
https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/tools/integration/vrtk-virtual-reality-toolkit-vr-toolkit-64131
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/mixed-reality/mrtk-unity/mrtk3-overview/
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/mixed-reality/mrtk-unity/mrtk3-overview/
https://doc.babylonjs.com/features/featuresDeepDive/gui/mrtk
https://doc.babylonjs.com/features/featuresDeepDive/gui/mrtk
https://forum.unity.com/threads/improving-iteration-time-on-c-script-changes.1184446/
https://forum.unity.com/threads/improving-iteration-time-on-c-script-changes.1184446/
https://blog.unity.com/engine-platform/better-build-times-and-iteration-speed-for-quest
https://blog.unity.com/engine-platform/better-build-times-and-iteration-speed-for-quest


blog posts about iteration times to this day at the time
of our writing.10 Iteration time issues are so prevalent
among the Unity developer community that numerous
third-party tools and extensions have been released
to address them, such as HotReload,11 and the Unity
team itself has also released patches and tools like the
Unity Editor Iteration Profiler,12 but even these have
been insufficient to adequately address developers’
complaints. Such misgivings are, in our experience, far
less common in the WebXR development community.

ASSUMPTION false

ASSUMPTIONS FAVORING WEBXR
There are several aspects that favor WebXR: deploy-
ment, interoperability, accessibility, and industry prac-
tices. Here we investigate these assumptions in turn.

Assumption: WebXR is Easier to Deploy
Applications developed with WebXR and native en-
gines inhabit almost diametrically opposite parts of the
network architecture spectrum. The web is a mostly
server-based environment with thin clients and loosely
coupled components, whereas Unity and Unreal En-
gine clients are thick and full-featured with a centralized
component ecosystem. This has direct implications
when deploying applications. Almost every modern de-
vice in existence, including HMDs, has a web browser
implementation (even if not all have WebXR support),
and thus apps and content can be delivered in a
platform-agnostic and dynamic fashion [19]. Running
a Unity application, in contrast, requires downloading
and installing a native app. Furthermore, the loose
dependency structure of the web, while yielding its
own set of challenges, means that interoperability and
backwards compatibility is relatively easy; a web appli-
cation can simply be sandboxed for a specific version
of its components. Native engines, in contrast, tends
to be centrally installed and updated on development
machines, causing cascading maintenance effects to
its dependencies.

ASSUMPTION true

Assumption: WebXR is More Interoperable
One of the most ambitious goals of immersive ana-
lytics, and its neighboring fields of ubiquitous analyt-
ics [1], [11] (e.g., anytime anywhere analytics [9]), is
to weave data into the fabric of everyday life, spa-
tially aligning physical and computer-generated objects
along with their situated data [20], [22]. This concept
aligns well with Wendy Mackay’s less popular def-
inition of AR [14], which describes an environment
augmented through synergies of networked physical
and virtual objects, converging with Weiser’s ubiqui-
tous computing [23]. For this vision to become reality,
interoperability between the physical and the computer
generated artifacts in our environment is key [18].

We already live in a highly connected, collaborative
world through the Internet and the web, and any incar-
nation of IA will have to build on this unifying infras-
tructure [18]. WebXR, with its cross-device support and
native synergy potential over the HTML DOM, and thus
strong synergies with Internet-of-things infrastructures,
offers great potential. More importantly, it makes the
browser the single window through which we access
a platform-independent cyber-physical world, as we
transition between linked, IA-enriched places much like
we do today with websites.

ASSUMPTION true

Assumption: WebXR Better Supports
Accessibility
Accessibility has recently become a hot topic for vi-
sualization [10], [15], and there is cause for this in
a field that has largely ignored the more than one
billion people living with some form of disability [15] that
still need to access large-scale data. These concerns
are even more pronounced in AR and VR [8], where
the bleeding edge of technology tends to prioritize the
largest group of users: people with no disability.

There is so far little research on accessible immer-
sive analytics—a shortcoming that must be addressed
by future research—but it is pretty clear that IA will
face the same, if not further aggravated, accessibility
concerns that general AR and VR platforms already
do. In this regard, WebXR application’s browser-based
nature allows leveraging many of the existing and
widely used accessibility tools built for the browser.
3D web engines support standard web accessibility
features either naively or through third party libraries
by generating skeleton HTML DOM structures from
the 3D scene graph. This, coupled with descriptive
text and navigation techniques allows tools such as
screen readers to be used to experience 3D scenes.
Additionally, with relatively small effort on the part of a

10http://blog.s-schoener.com/2023-08-16-why-your-unity-

project-is-slow/
11https://premortem.games/2023/02/24/new-tool-

dramatically-improves-compiling-times-for-unity/
12https://forum.unity.com/threads/introducing-the-editor-

iteration-profiler.908390/
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developer, WebXR’s cross-device support gives users
the option to choose the platform that best suits their
accessibility needs, including platforms that did not
exist when the application was originally written.

In contrast, building native applications with en-
gines such as Unity, would require developers to de-
velop or integrate accessibility tools on their own,
and limits the number of platforms an application can
realistically be built for. In both of these cases, the
burden for supporting accessibility is still largely on the
developers. However, we believe that WebXR applica-
tions and the existing accessibility infrastructure on the
web reduces the ask on developers significantly.

ASSUMPTION true

Assumption: WebXR Better Integrates with
Industry Standards of Practice
Immersive analytics systems and visualizations need
to be able to integrate with current industry practices
if we hope to deploy real-world applications at any
meaningful scale. Developing IA applications natively
using game engines such as Unity often means users
will need to access IA capabilities through a standalone
application. However, a large number of data-driven
applications already exist as web-based applications,
and developing IA applications with WebXR can lever-
age this fact. For example, we envision a working
environment where a user can jump from a document,
discussing some data, to immersive depictions of said
data accessible via a head-mounted display.

Additionally, the developers and practices for devel-
oping or integrating web applications within a company
is likely to be well established, especially in large
enterprises. As a result, many companies already have
much of the talent and infrastructure they need to begin
developing and deploying WebXR apps. In contrast, if
a native engine such as Unity is not already estab-
lished within a company, on-boarding, licensing, and
staffing developer teams can become a roadblock to
developing and deploying immersive applications.

ASSUMPTION true

Much can be said about the current state of web tech-
nologies, but it is at least clear that they are proven,
battle-tested, and have stood the test of time (at least
so far). While the past is not a reliable indicator of the
future, we think that betting on the web and its software
ecosystem to persist well into the future is rather safe.

FACTOR LEADING

Performance Native
Hardware Support Native
Easy to Learn Mixed
Component Ecosystems Native
Rapid Development WebXR
Deployment WebXR
Interoperabiliy WebXR
Accessibility WebXR
Industry Standards WebXR

TABLE 1. Summary. Key development criteria for immersive
analytics and the currently favored platform.

In particular, the pervasiveness of web technologies
across the software engineering industry means that
web development skills are ubiquitous; many devel-
opers know at least basic web programming. In con-
trast, finding native game engine developers means
plumbing the depths of the 3D game developer market,
which is a niche and specialized part of the software
engineering industry. While experience with 3D graph-
ics and optimization surely is an asset for complex
IA applications, the more general web foundation for
WebXR makes it a more appealing technology stack
for potential IA developers than native game engines.

Another lesson can be learned from the past suc-
cess of the web as a technical platform: that open stan-
dards survive and flourish, while walled gardens often
wither and die. The last year has been a turbulent one
for Unity in particular, and while the platform still en-
joys a massive market share—especially for games—
and has made significant changes in response to
recent missteps, the unanticipated licensing changes
highlighted the risks of being dependent on a closed
platform. And while the ecosystem of components
for the platform is vast, the Byzantine licensing and
versioning system used by Unity, Unreal Engine, and
other native engines makes the availability and regular
maintenance of any one component a risky proposi-
tion. Obviously, the situation may look different from an
academic perspective, where there is a reduced need
for long-term software maintenance, but the point still
stands as to the longevity of the platform.

Nevertheless, with this Visualization Viewpoint, we
issue a strong recommendation for the immersive and
ubiquitous analytics communities to transition away
from native engines such as Unity and Unreal Engine
as technical platforms and to instead adopt WebXR
and its associated web technology stack for future
research. As our debunking (and confirmation) of per-
sistent assumptions above show, there is a small and
shrinking gap between native engines and WebXR



when it comes to pure performance metrics, especially
in regard to data visualization. Contrary to the focus of
the mainstream XR community on extracting maximum
power and leveraging latest graphics features, the visu-
alization community should focus on the significant ad-
vantages to adopting the web in terms of quality of life,
convenience, compatibility, interoperability, and future
potential. By focusing our efforts on the web, we can
instead contribute to a common vision of an improved,
more flexible, and more performant Document Object
Model, maybe even one that better integrates with our
surrounding cyberphysical reality.We urge researchers
to come on in and join the WebXR movement for
immersive analytics—the water is just fine.
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